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enforce his own selfish secular world, you are to have a representative of

Christ sitting in Rome sending his word to the nations to tell them how they

are to live and how they are to rule and so the concept of the book helped

in developing the Medieval fire of the Papacy far more than anything that

was actually stated in the book and that is a very interesting thing about

how often mens actions have side affects which they surely never dreamed of

which were not in their minds or their expectations. Now it would be, the

confessions of Augustineis the most read and the best known of his books,
the city of God

is the next most read and the next best known, although in

some ways is even more important than the confessions. But we will not

take time now. You have read some of it and I hope that sometime all of

you will read all of it, but that is not part of our assignment in this

course. We will now go on to #6. The fourth of these contraversies is

the one with the Palagians, and that starts just as the Donatist's con

traversy comes to an end. There are lingering affects of Donatistism

through the remaining years of Augustine's life, but they are comparatively

very minor. Palasianism has its routes long before but it does not actually

begin until just about the time when the Donatist contraversy ends. In

fact, the very next year. It is a S different from the Donatist contraersy,

as any two things could be. The Donatist contraversy is strictly practi

cal and the ecclesiastical sphere, the Palasian contraersy is stricly doc

trinal. It deals with man's attitude to God, it deals with the very founda

tion of the Christian life. Now this contraversy with the palasions was

one which came as result of Augustins seeing a tremendous danger which

had developed. This tremendous danger represents probably the religion

of the bulk of people who call themselves professing christians i.r the

world today, the actual relion o it, at least about Protestants, not

probably the actual religion today of the leaders or of the trained ones,

it might have been more of that 15 years ago than it is today. But Palasianisn

is something that has been present at all times. It came perhaps somewhat
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